
The Einhell planer TE-PL 900 is a powerful hand-held planer with large knife shafts for applications with a chip depth up to 3 mm and optimum planing

results. The chip ejector can be set to one of two sides, while the solid aluminium soleplates with three V-shaped grooves for easy chamfering of edges

deliver flat results. The automatic parking rest provides protection for workpieces and planing knives. The ergonomic handle and soft grip ensure a

secure and comfortable hold. For tidiness while working there is a cable clip. The product is supplied with a parallel stop for precise planing results, a

rebate depth stop for making recesses and a TCT planing knife (reversible knife).

Planer

TE-PL 900
Item No.: 4345320

Ident No.: 21021

Bar Code: 4006825645668

Features & Benefits
Powerful hand-held planer for jobs with a chip depth of up to 3mm-

Large knife shaft for optimum planing results-

Two side selectable chip ejector for flexible working-

Automatic park rest protecting the planing knife and workpiece-

Solid aluminium soleplates for flat results-

Soleplate with 3 V-shaped grooves for easy chamfering of edges-

Ergonomic handle for working without fatigue-

Safe and user-friendly handling due to soft grip-

Cable clip for easy fixing the wound-up cable-

Incl. parallel guide for straight and precise planing results-

Incl. rebate depth stop for making recesses with ease-

Incl. 1x TCT planing knife for a high surface quality-

Technical Data
- Mains supply 230 V  |  50 Hz

- Power 900 W

- Idle speed 15000 min^-1

- Planing width 82 mm

- Chip depth 3 mm

- Rebate depth 18 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight 3.6 kg

- Gross weight single packaging 4 kg

- Dimensions single packaging 370 x 185 x 200 mm

- Pieces per export carton 4 Pieces

- Gross weight export carton 18 kg

- Dimensions export carton 390 x 385 x 425 mm

- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC) 1400 | 3000 | 3600

Illustrations can contain accessories, which are not included in standard extent of delivery
Illustration similar (in design), production-wise modifications reserved

GS mark belongs to the product itself only, excluded accessory
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